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 over based on imdb or istio. Ben 10 Ultimate Alien Ultimate Alien was an episode of the 2nd season of Ben 10 a show on
Cartoon Network. Ben 10 Alien was a genetic experiment. The day the aliens invaded, a meteor hit Earth. Two alien life forms

were sent to Earth and were supposed to be robots that would guard Ben and turn Ben into an alien. They failed and the two
aliens changed into a giant spider and a monkey. They were 2 of the biggest aliens Ben had ever seen, Ben tried to kill them but
Ben and the guards were saved by some of Ben's alien friends. Ben 10 Ultimate Alien is an episode of the second season of the
children's television series Ben 10 which aired on Cartoon Network. It was the first Ben 10 episode to be directed by longtime

staff writer and comic book artist Ethan Embry. Ben 10 Ultimate Alien is the second part in a two-parter. This episode
continues from the first part Ben 10 Alien Attack. The second part was Ben 10 Alien Vs. Mech. Ben 10 Ultimate Alien Ultimate
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